
Berlin Leipzig SeminarAnalysis/probability theoryFirst Meeting Summer Term 2011Organized by the DFG Researh Group Analysis and Stohastis in Complex Physial SystemsDate: Friday, 8 July 2011Venue: Institut für Mathematik, TU Clausthal, Erzstrasse 1, 38678 Clausthal-Zellerfeld,Seminarraum A Programme:9:30�10:20: Margit Rösler (TU Clausthal)Multivariable speial funtions and symmetriesAbstrat: Multivariable speial funtions our naturally in the analysis of high dimensionalsystems with symmetries. Typially, these symmetries are enoded in the ation of a �nitere�etion group. For prominent examples like the Shur polynomials or Jak polynomials, thisis just the symmetri group ating on the set of independent variables. In the talk, we shallpresent some lasses of speial funtions with re�etion symmetries, in partiular orthogonalpolynomials and Bessel funtions. We shall explain typial methods and results, and outlineonnetions to appliations, suh as quantum many body systems.10:30�11:20: Wolfgang König (Weierstrass Institute Berlin and TU Berlin)Eigenvalue order statistis and mass onentration in the paraboli Anderson modelAbstrat: We onsider the random Shrödinger operator on the lattie with i.i.d. potential,whih is double-exponentially distributed. In a large box, we look at the lowest eigenvalues,together with the loation of the entering of the orresponding eigenfuntion, and derive aPoisson proess limit law, after suitable resaling and shifting, towards an expliit Poisson pointproess. This is a strong form of Anderson loalisation at the bottom of the spetrum. Sinethe potential is unbounded, also the eigenvalues are, and it turns out that the gaps betweenthem are muh larger than of inverse volume order. We explain an appliation to onentrationproperties of the orresponding Cauhy problem, the paraboli Anderson model.This is joint work with Marek Biskup (Los Angeles and Budweis).11:30�12:20: Paul Jung (Sogang University, Seoul)Random-time transformations and frational stable motionsAbstrat: We introdue a mehanism alled a random-time transformation whih transforms agiven frational stable motion (self-similar, stationary-inrement, symmetri alpha-stable pro-esses) into a di�erent one. Some examples inlude obtaining Brownian motion from a fra-tional Brownian motion with H > 1/2, obtaining sub-stable frational stable motions froma random-slope proess, and obtaining indiator frational stable motions from alpha-stableLevy motions. In a �nal example, we show that we may obtain new frational stable motions(previously not found in the literature) from random-time transformations of linear frationalstable motions. This is done using ergodi theory's Hopf deomposition and ertain extensionsthereof introdued by Rosinski (1995) and Samorodnitsky (05).Everybody is welome to attend. Wolfgang König, TU Berlin and WIAS Berlin


